
 � Inability to hire, train, and retain employees
 � Unpredictable employee scheduling and absences
 � Adhering to social distancing and gathering 
restrictions

 � Inability to hold group meetings
 � Government permitting/inspection delays
 � Conferences, trade show, and other business 
development meeting cancellations

 � Other modifications and impacts to commerce, 
group meetings, travel, and obtaining critical goods, 
materials, and labor

 � Supply chain disruptions resulting in significant 
delays and/or inability to perform work

THE EMPLOYEE RETENTION PAYROLL TAX CREDIT 
(ERTC) is providing billions in federal financial 

stimulus to businesses with 500 employees or 
less, even if PPP loans were received and/or the 

business was profitable during COVID-19.

You may be eligible for ERTCs if your 
business was impacted by COVID-19 
in some or all of the following ways:

Silicon Ledger, powered by Stout, helps delivery and freight contractors, and other types 
of businesses, with between 10 and hundreds of employees claim millions in credits.

ELIGIBILITY

$26,000
Get up to $26,000  
per employee!
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Silicon Ledger, Powered by Stout: 
The Difference
30+ YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
Stout is a global consulting company that leverages its 30+ 
years in quantifying business impacts from specific alleged 
actions in complex litigation and government investigations.

Silicon Ledger provides a turn-key solution and manages your 
ERTC process from qualification through submission. You will 
have a dedicated project manager to assist you with questions 
along the way. Our team of financial experts will keep you 
updated and on task to ensure you complete the necessary 
steps to file successfully.

COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION & SUPPORT
We work with Silicon Ledger to provide you with  full 
documentation and support for all claimed funds, including 
the impacts to operations caused by supply chain issues 
and disruptions as a result of COVID orders, the time periods 
for which the orders and impacts affected operations, ERTC 
calculations, copies of your filed amended 941Xs, and other 
support as deemed appropriate based on each client’s facts 
and circumstances.

INDEPENDENT & ESTABLISHED PROCESS WITH PROVEN SUCCESS
Stout has an independent process to understand and analyze
the challenges and impacts that each of our clients experienced
during the pandemic. 


